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1. Introduction
Political philosophers, moral theorists and legal theorists have long emphasized the fragility of our agency—how chance can render our best-laid plans
into little more than inert fantasies. This fragility is not due to weakness of
will. Rather, it is due to the fact that each of us must rely upon forces beyond
our control—and just as often forces beyond our comprehension—in order
for our plans to be successful. This fact of reliance—the fact of the deep
significance of reliance in our lives—is a central theme of Thomas Hobbes’
argument that in the state of nature, where it is irrational to rely upon others
to keep their covenants, there is infamously “no account of time; no arts; no
letters; no society . . . and the life of man [is] solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and
short.”2 More recently, Rawls’ defense of the difference principle is, at least
in part, based upon the recognition that each person relies upon other persons in a reciprocal cooperative scheme for the provision of primary goods.3
Political philosophers are not the only ones alive (or criticizably blind) to
the fact of reliance: in ethics, reliance is at the heart of a leading theory of
promising,4 and plays the central role in highly influential theories of trust;5
moral philosophers have for a generation been acutely aware of the threat
of so-called moral luck, i.e., the way in which we rely on factors beyond our
control to determine the moral valence of our actions;6 in jurisprudence, the
concept of reliance damages is a core concept in the theory of contracts;7 and
finally, ancient thinkers were deeply sensitive to the fact of reliance, as we
can see, for example, in Aristotle’s argument that eudaimonia requires good
training by others when young and good luck when old.8 From political
theory to ethics to law, the fact of reliance is recognized as a crucial feature
of human life.
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Epistemologists, philosophers of mind, and philosophers of action, on
the other hand, have not been so acutely sensitive to the fact of reliance
and therefore have not offered any distinctive accounts of reliance as a
psychological attitude.9 This is unjustifiable. Reliance is surely more than
just a long-shot candidate psychological state to be attended to only once
we’ve cleared up other matters having to do with more central attitudes
such as knowledge and belief. For, just as the ethical, political and legal significance of other psychological states such as desire, intention and
knowledge merits the attention of, for example, philosophers of mind, so
ought reliance to be treated as a significant mental attitude in its own
right.10 In this paper, I aim to give reliance this well-deserved treatment.
In turn, the conclusions I reach may have significant consequences for those
elements of moral, political and legal theory that employ the concept of
reliance.
I defend two theses, one negative and the other positive. The negative
thesis is a rejection of any theory of reliance that reduces reliance either
to a single belief or Michael Bratman’s acceptance in a practical context.11
The positive thesis reflects (but does not argue from) the facts (i) that the
concept of reliance is, as I’ve pointed above, at play in many different arenas,
and (ii) that this suggests that there is some equivocation or ambiguity in
how we use this concept that is so central to so many of our moral and
political theories. Thus, I argue that there are two kinds of reliance, namely
an “internal” form and an “external” form.12 External reliance is a relation
that exists between the agent and the world and so is not a psychological
state. Internal reliance is a credal-conative attitude or suite of attitudes that
involves both regarding some proposition as true and having a practical
commitment or reflectively endorsed pro-attitude towards to a certain state
of affairs (since nothing turns on it, I shall take no position on whether
reliance can be cleanly reduced to a suite of attitudes or is its own sui generis
psychological attitude). This credal-conative attitude or suite of attitudes is
the psychological state that mediates (i) an agent’s theoretical beliefs about
the world (let us call this her theory of the world); (ii) her conception of
her agency with respect to this theory of the world; and (iii) her ends as
she understands them. The internal form of reliance is, in short, the (suite
of) psychological attitude(s) that captures one’s senses both of oneself as an
agent embedded in a determinate world and of both the internal and external
limits of one’s own agential capacities.13 Having identified these two forms
of reliance, we can then return to our moral, political, and legal theories
that employ the concept of reliance and sort them in light of this distinction,
thereby avoiding some ambiguities or equivocations and possibly shedding
some light on deep differences between different theories. To that end, at the
close of Section Six, in which I introduce and explain the difference between
internal and external reliance, I offer one brief example of how just such a
project might go.
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Before moving on, one caveat is in order. In this paper, I shall work from
within a paradigm according to which there are attitudes and norms distinctive to practical reason. This is to be contrasted with so-called “cognitivist”
paradigms of practical reason according to which practical reason just is a
species of theoretical reason.14 This is no serious limitation, though, since
the arguments presented here can be transposed into a cognitivist key.
2. The Paradigmatic Context of Reliance
It makes little sense to talk of instances of reliance—let us call these relyings—
outside of the context of someone having some end.15 And, in particular, it
makes little sense to talk of reliance outside of the context of practical reason,
by which I mean I mean something fairly broad, namely our capacity to plan,
i.e., our capacities to adopt all kinds of ends and then to adopt means in
order to achieve those ends.16 These ends can be as simple as getting a
glass of water and as complex as building a company from scratch, and
so the means adopted can also be as simple as standing up and walking
to the tap or as complex as the innumerable steps involved in starting and
building a business. Thus, in any of these cases—from the simplest to the
most complex—when we adopt some end, we also adopt and (if all goes
well) execute some kind of plan. Standard relyings—the relyings on which
I focus in this paper—live only within these plans. In the absence of plans,
there would be no relyings, and when an adopted plan is abandoned or
completed, the relyings associated with that plan fall away just as do the
associated intentions.
For example, suppose I plan to get on Monday morning from New York
City to New Haven by a certain time. In the service of completing that plan,
I appeal to my beliefs about the means necessary to achieve my goal, such as
the belief that in order to get to New Haven, I must take a train that leaves
from Grand Central Terminal, and the belief that in order to get to Grand
Central Terminal, I must take a subway, etc. Against the background of these
means-end beliefs, I form intentions that then fill out the plan: intentions
to take a subway to Grand Central Terminal, to buy a one-way, full-fare
ticket from the ticket vending machine, to board a train on track 19 that is
being advertised as the track on which the next train bound for New Haven
is waiting, and to exit the train only when the conductor calls out the New
Haven stop. But, my beliefs about means necessary to achieve my end and
my intentions to take those means don’t quite tell the whole story, for my
intentions alone are not sufficient for me to get to New Haven. I must rely
on the subway not being seriously delayed, I must rely on the ticket vending
machine dispensing the correct ticket, I must rely on the accuracy of the
signage advertising the location of the next New Haven bound train, I must
rely on the train making it to and then stopping in New Haven, and I must
rely on the conductor calling out the correct stops as we reach them, to name
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just a few things on which I must rely. In short, my plan is shot through with
reliance as much as it is shot through with intentions and beliefs.
The scenario just sketched strongly suggests that relyings are beliefs about
the future. But they cannot just be beliefs about the future, full stop. For, one
can, for example, believe that some distant comet will achieve perihelion in
five hundred years without relying on the comet achieving perihelion in five
hundred years. This belief is not a relying because it plays no role in one’s
plans. So, if relyings are beliefs, then they are beliefs that play a characteristic
role in one’s plans, namely they are beliefs that events necessary for success of
the plan will occur. Let us call this view the Simple Belief View of Reliance.
3. The Simple Belief View of Reliance
Donald enters a dark room that he wants to illuminate. He believes that his
flipping a switch will cause the room to be illuminated. So, he decides to
flip the switch, he flips the switch, and lo the room is illuminated. Donald’s
belief that flipping the switch will cause the room to be illuminated was
just a plain-Jane belief about the future before he settled on his plan to
illuminate the room. But, once he settled on the plan in which the belief was
embedded in a characteristic manner, the belief became a relying. Donald’s
belief is therefore multi-functional: outside of the context of settled practical
deliberations about how to act, it functions as a mere belief; within the
context of settled practical deliberations about how to act, it functions as a
reyling (but also remains a belief all the while).
The chief virtue of the Simple Belief View is that it is simple. First, instead of adding a new mental attitude to the already crowded stable of mental
attitudes, it picks out a distinctive role that is played by a very familiar psychological attitude. Consequently, it is also the case that standard epistemic
and practical norms will do for assessing the rationality of reliance. This will
make the Simple Belief View consistent with most of our standard accounts
of practical deliberation. Despite these virtues, the Simple Belief View is too
simple to be true. To see why, we must first reflect a moment about different
ways in which we can regard some proposition as true.17
Suppose late one night I am feverishly trying to complete a paper that
is due to the editor the next day, and I realize I need to go to the library
to check on some important citations.18 I do not flat-out believe that the
library is open this late (although I do not believe that it is not open); I
only dimly, and unconfidently recall seeing a sign at the library advertising
that it would be open all night. Nevertheless, because I feel it urgent to
get the citations correct, I decide to risk it and to go to the library. So
I form a plan: I settle on what materials to bring with me, whether to
drive or to ride my bicycle, which route to take, where to go first when I
get to the library, etc. I have, then, adopted the propositional attitude of
regarding as true the proposition that the library is open for the sake of my
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practical deliberations. The important feature of this case, though, is that
the adoption of this propositional attitude is not regulated primarily by a
norm of truth-responsiveness. Instead, practical considerations depending
upon the broad deliberative context—namely the urgency of my getting the
citations correct tonight—recommend my making a plan to go to the library
and thereby regarding as true, at least from within the context of my plan,
the proposition that the library is open. 19 That is, these ‘regarding-as-true’
attitudes are adopted in order to meet certain practical demands and not in
order to meet any epistemic requirements.20
Belief, on the other hand, is regulated truth-responsive norms (for example, the norm might be: if the grounds of the belief make it very likely that
p, then believe that p; or if the process by which one comes to believe that
p reliably produces true beliefs, then believe that p; or if one bears certain
counterfactual relations to the truth of p, then believe that p; and so on21 )
which rule out practical considerations, such as the urgency of achieving
some goal, as legitimate grounds for believing that p.22 That is, belief is
shielded from the demands of practical deliberation. This independence of
belief from practical considerations is in fact one of the defining features of
belief. Consequently, all attitudes that are not independent in this way are
not beliefs, even if they involve regarding some proposition as true.23
So, if we can rely on something primarily on the basis of practical considerations, then the Simple Belief View fails. In what follows, I argue that
we can rely on something primarily on the basis of practical considerations,
thereby showing that the Simple Belief View fails. Consider the case in which
a stranded sailor’s rowboat is about to be dashed by heavy waves onto rocky
shoals at the bottom of high white cliffs. Out of the blue a rope is thrown
down to the sailor and a voice calls out, “Climb up—I’ve got the rope secured!” Suppose that the sailor is warranted in believing that the rope is not
secured well enough to support him as he climbs up. But, he has stronger
confidence in his belief that if he stays in the rowboat, he will die. The sailor
also strongly prefers to avoid certain death. So, the sailor decides to climb
the rope. As the sailor climbs the rope, he relies on it being secured well
enough to hold his weight. He does not, in any normal way of understanding belief, believe the rope will hold his weight since his acceptance of the
proposition that the rope is secure is determined entirely by two things: the
practical requirements of his plan to climb up the rope to safety and the absence of a belief that the rope is not secure (i.e., he only has stronger warrant
for believing that the rope is not secure than he has for believing that the
rope is secure, but he hasn’t conclusive reasons for believing that the rope
is not secure). This becomes especially clear if we imagine that just as he
first grips the rope, another method of saving himself becomes apparent and
he chooses to take that method (e.g., he sees an obviously secured chain he
could use to climb to safety). Having suddenly abandoned commitment to
the rope-climbing plan, his plan-embedded attitude towards the proposition
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that the rope is secure is abandoned as well, and he adopts a new attitude:
reliance on the chain being secured. Thus, in response to certain practical
considerations, the stranded sailor gives up one attitude—reliance on the
rope—and adopts a new attitude—reliance on the chain.24
My argument here doesn’t depend upon our being able to choose directly
what we rely upon. Rather it depends upon it being the case that (i) our relyings are determined primarily by both the plans we adopt and the practical
considerations associated with the adoption of those plans, (ii) our relyings
are only indirectly subject to truth-responsive constraints, and these constraints, insofar as they are operating, are quite weak.25 In short, whether an
agent relies on something depends primarily upon practical considerations
and so is not governed primarily by some truth-responsive norm. So, reliance
is not a form of belief. We therefore should abandon the Simple Belief View
of Reliance.
4. The Acceptance View of Reliance26
In the process of arguing against the Simple Belief View, I articulated an
alternative account of reliance: reliance just is the propositional attitude of
regarding p as true within a practical context, where the attitude, unlike
belief, is adopted primarily in response to practical considerations. Michael
Bratman dubs this propositional attitude “acceptance in a context.”27 Let us
therefore call this view the Acceptance View of Reliance.
Consider the following two defining features of acceptance. Although one
may accept propositions that one strongly doubts, one ought not accept
propositions that one believes to be false. That is, one generally ought not
accept that p when one believes that not-p.28 Doing otherwise may lead to
a violation of a basic constraint of practical deliberations, namely that one’s
intentions ought to fit together with one’s beliefs into a consistent account
of one’s future, and if one accepts a proposition one believes to be false,
this will have cascading effects throughout one’s deliberations, leading to a
deep form of practical inconsistency. Another constraint is that one ought
not accept some p as true for no reason. That is, one ought not accept willynilly any proposition that one feels like accepting: acceptance is appropriate
only in deliberative contexts in which acceptance of the proposition serves
some purpose (e.g., conserving cognitive resources, etc.).29 Upon acceptance,
the proposition regarded as true in turn plays a characteristic role in one’s
practical deliberations, namely it acts as a fixed point with which one’s
intentions must be consistent. For example, if one accepts that the trains will
be running on a holiday schedule today (even if one has 50–50 confidence
about the truth of this proposition, i.e., even if one believes only with 50%
credence that the trains are running on a holiday schedule today), then there
is strong rational pressure not to form a plan that requires intending today to
take a train that runs only when the trains run on a regular schedule. These
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features of acceptance are very similar to the features of reliance we have
recently uncovered. This observation and three further things recommend
The Acceptance View: first, it explains why relyings are paradigmatically
found within the context of plans, second, it does not fall prey to the main
objection suffered by the Simple Belief View, and third, we already have a
sophisticated account of acceptance, namely Bratman’s account.
Surprisingly, though, we still ought to reject this view because, upon closer
inspection, we can see that acceptance and reliance are quite distinct phenomena. First, while relyings may possess some of the features that characterize
acceptance, these features are neither the only characteristic features nor even
the identifying features of reliance. Rather, there are two additional characteristics that make relyings what they are, and mere ‘acceptings’ do not have
these features.
First, relyings are reflexive in a unique way: when A relies on E (where E
could be understood as some proposition being true), A thereby recognizes
E as beyond her sphere of agency, i.e., either as something A cannot control
herself or as something over which A has given up control. We can see that
relyings have this feature by considering a simple test. What happens if one
comes to intend to bring about something upon which one had been relying?
The answer: one ceases to rely upon it. For, when an agent intends to make
it the case that p, she understands herself as having some kind of direct
control over whether p.30 But, when an agent relies upon it being the case
that p, she understands herself as lacking direct control over whether that
event occurs (this lack of direct control could be due to the fact that the
agent relinquished control of that part of the plan, or it could be due to the
fact that the agent recognizes that she couldn’t possibly control that part of
the plan). On the other hand, I might seek to control something on which
I previously just relied and so seek to make it so that I can intend to make
happen what I had been relying upon happening. For example, suppose that
it is unpredictable whether the library will be open late. In this case, I might
initially merely rely upon the library being open late but, after finding myself
particularly anxious one evening about whether the library is open, I decide
no longer to rely upon the library being open and instead I start a campaign
of getting the library to regularize and extend its hours on all evenings. Thus,
I seek no longer to rely upon the library being open late but instead I seek
to make it the case that the library regularly stays open late. Or, suppose I
go to a restaurant and order an omelet cooked in olive oil and not butter. I
rely on my omelet being cooked in olive oil and not in butter. But, I cease to
rely upon my omelet being cooked in olive oil and not in butter if I decide
to barge into the kitchen either to oversee the cooking of my omelet or to
cook the omelet myself, for in such a case I “take control” of the situation.
So, a characteristic feature of reliance is that it involves the relying agent’s
reflexive awareness of a part of her plan being beyond her control. That is,
when one relies on something, one represents to oneself that something will
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happen independently of one’s intentional action. We might say that reliance
involves a kind of implicit recognition of the vulnerability of one’s plans to
the exigencies of the world.
The second distinctive feature of reliance is that relyings always involve
the relying agent’s reflective endorsement of what she is relying upon. This
involves the agent having a fairly robust pro-attitude towards what she is
relying upon. This reflective endorsement is inherited from the plan in which
the relying is embedded. For, a characteristic feature of plans is that an agent
has a stronger commitment to her plans and their constituents than she has
to other non-planned based pro-attitudes. Bratman pithily puts it this way:
[Plans] resist reconsideration, and in that sense have inertia; they are conduct
controllers, not merely potential conduct influencers; and they provide crucial
inputs for further practical reasoning and planning.31

So, plans—and the intentions that partially constitute these plans—are not
mere pro-attitudes. They are pro-attitudes subject to an important normative
constraint, namely that they ought not to be adopted and then simply abandoned. This constraint on reconsideration, reformulation and abandonment
is how plans function as fairly rigid and stable contexts for an agent’s future practical deliberations. In particular, once an agent has adopted a plan,
her future deliberations must—up until a point—yield practical conclusions
consistent with the already adopted elements of her plan, as opposed to her
plan always being open to revision in light of every passing desire or new
opportunity to deliberate. Relyings, because they are creatures of our plans
(and are not merely background beliefs), inherit this robust pro-attitude from
the plans within which they are embedded, i.e., relyings inherit reflective endorsement from the plans in which they are embedded.
I take this to be a phenomenologically robust feature of reliance. When
we rely, we want that relying to be successful and we often feel the tug of
that desire. Consider how different this is from belief: it is not the case that
by coming to believe something, we thereby come to want to believe it—
even if that belief is connected with a plan. If I, for example, adopt the
end of getting to New Haven from New York City, and as a consequence
of the plan I’ve adopted to get to New Haven, I come to rely upon the
commuter rail running on a regular schedule, I thereby come to want it to
be the case that the commuter rail is running on a regular schedule (and I
cannot, without suffering some sort of neurosis, just give up this pro-attitude
towards the commuter rail running on a regular schedule without changing
my plans—this is why it is a robust pro-attitude). If I wasn’t relying on the
trains running on a regular schedule, though, and I simply believed that the
trains are running on a regular schedule, it would be quite odd if, ceteris
paribus, I wanted it to be the case that the trains are running on a regular
schedule. This phenomenological evidence strongly supports the thesis that
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relyings inherit reflective endorsement from the plans within which they are
embedded.
We have seen, then, that reliance has at least the following two defining
features: relyings always involve reflexive acknowledgment of the limits of
one’s own agency, which has the corollary that relyings are necessarily de
se, and also relyings are always reflectively endorsed by the relying agent.
Acceptance, on the other hand, generally lacks these two features. Let us
consider why this is so.
With respect to the first characteristic feature of relyings, standard cases of
acceptance neither are necessarily de se, nor do they include a representation
of something as beyond the sphere of one’s agency. For, it’s one thing to
believe that p, it’s a further step to believe that whether p is beyond the
horizons of one’s agency. Relyings, on the other hand, involve, at the very
least, a kind of implicit recognition of the limits of one’s own agency (I leave
the specific form of this recognition aside for the time being) and so are also
always de se.
Second, acceptings might come along with pro-attitudes because such attitudes merely “register”32 the presence of an associated intention, but they
need not involve a pro-attitude towards the truth of the accepted proposition.
For, part of one’s plan might be to bring it about that the accepted proposition is false. Suppose I am a contractor bidding on project to build a house.
In order to make my bid, I must form a plan and that requires identifying a
rough estimate of the total cost of the project, the exact amount of which will
then guide all my downstream budgeting (so, what I accept is that the total
cost will be X, not that the total cost will be some amount less than X, since
the latter would not facilitate the exact downstream budgeting required in
this project). Let us further suppose there are both very high costs associated
with coming in over-budget and very strong incentives to economize so as
to come in well under budget. So, in order to avoid the penalties of going
over budget I identify the highest unobjectionable cost, X, and then accept
for the purposes of planning that it will cost X dollars to build the house.
But, because of the incentives to economize, I want it not to be the case that
it will cost X dollars to build the house. I might even adopt economizing
sub-plans that have, as their aim, coming in under budget. So, I clearly do
not have a pro-attitude towards it costing X dollars to build the house. But I
accept, for the sake of planning, that it will cost X dollars to build the house.
This is a perfectly regular phenomenon: we all the time accept that p while at
the same time not wanting it to be the case that p, and so aim to make it the
case that not-p.33 That is, we can accept that p without reflectively endorsing
that p (or even without wanting that p).
This is not the case with reliance: when we rely on that p, we want it to be
the case that p, and so do not aim to make it the case that not-p. Additionally,
if we did aim to make it the case that not-p while relying on that p, we would
intentionally be taking steps that frustrate our plans instead of realizing those
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plans and that would be criticizably irrational. As the house-building case
above shows, though, accepting that p and taking steps to make it the case
that not-p is not criticizably irrational. Acceptance, we might say, is no more
than a tool for planning. Reliance, on the other hand, is an attitude (or a
suite of attitudes) that we take toward our lives as seen from the perspective
of our plans and values.
Thus, we have identified two features of reliance that are not present in
generic cases of acceptance: a reflexive recognition of the limits of one’s
agency, and reflective endorsement of the relying. So, the Acceptance View
of Reliance ought to be rejected.
5. A Problem: The Reliance Test
Consider the following intuitive test for reliance:
The Reliance Test: If the success of A’s plan depends upon the occurrence of E,
and if A does not intend to bring E about himself, then A relies on E.

This test easily generates cases of reliance in which the relying agent lacks
the conceptual resources necessary to understand propositions about what
it is on which she is relying. This threatens the general approach I’ve been
taking, which has been to assume the reliance is a propositional attitude of
some sort. For, as a general rule, in order to have an attitude towards some
proposition, an agent must at least be able to entertain that proposition. But,
if an agent lacks the conceptual resources to formulate some proposition,
she cannot entertain that proposition, and so she cannot have an attitude
towards that proposition. So, there are many cases of reliance that are not
propositional attitudes. This threatens my theory of reliance since I have been
arguing that, although reliance is not merely a form of belief or acceptance,
it does have propositional content.
For example, suppose Mary plans to fly safely from Los Angeles to New
York City, but she knows nothing about how planes or airports function.
Since Mary knows next to nothing about planes and airports (save the most
basic facts such as that planes fly, they take off and land at airports, they
sometimes crash, they are flown by pilots, they have seats, etc.), she lacks
the conceptual resources with which to form propositional attitudes about
how the plane functions and about how the airports to and from which
she is flying function. That is to say, she does not possess the concepts
necessary to form attitudes of regarding p as true, where p is, for example,
the proposition that the stationary valve plate in the plane’s hydraulic system
will function properly.34 But surely Mary is relying on the stationary valve
plate functioning properly. After all, if it failed, it would be entirely natural
to take it to be the case that something on which Mary was relying failed
even though she did not know what it was that failed.35 So, Mary is relying
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on the stationary valve plate functioning properly, but she hasn’t even the
resources to have propositional attitudes that have this content.
One response I might make here is to say that Mary believes that the
plane must function properly so that she can fly safely from Los Angeles to
New York City. We can therefore say that she has some attitude toward the
proposition that the plane will function properly. Thus, her relying on the
plane functioning properly comes along with a propositional attitude. This,
though, is not a good route to go. For, it is not the case that by accepting
the proposition that the plane will function properly, Mary is also accepting
propositions about every small part of the plane working.36 And it will not
do to say that Mary accepts only one proposition, namely that everything
that contributes to the functioning of the airplane is working. The first
option leads to Mary unknowingly having a massive number of propositional
attitudes towards propositions about how the plane functions, almost all of
which Mary cannot understand since she lacks any grasp of the concepts
employed in those propositions. That is absurd and so should be rejected.
The second option—accepting only the one proposition that everything will
function properly—seems wrong as well. For, it renders unnecessary any
substantive theory of reliance: we just rely on one thing all the time, namely
that everything will be fine. This don’t-worry-be-happy view of reliance, while
not obviously absurd, is too ham-fisted and unilluminating and therefore
should be rejected.
In sum, the Reliance Test suggests that most relyings are not propositonal
attitudes and so poses a significant problem for this approach to understanding reliance. Nonetheless, this challenge can be met by stepping back and
taking a more complex view of relyings.
6. External Reliance and Internal Reliance
Since we all are like Mary in that we all know very little about all that is
necessary for the realization of our plans, the vast majority of what we rely
upon is unknown to us. But, our ignorance does not change what we rely
upon; and learning more about the world and one’s place in it does not
increase the ways in which one relies upon the world; it simply increases
what we know. This suggests that we should make a distinction between two
kinds of relyings.
One kind of relying is fixed by the Reliance Test. Some mental structures
are involved, namely the agent’s plan. But, since this kind of reliance depends
also upon the success conditions for the agent’s plan given the conditions in
the actual world, relyings of this form cannot be purely psychological structures. They are instead relations between certain mental structures, namely
an agent’s plans, and the features of the actual world that bear on the success
of those plans. Let us call these external relyings. To be clear: a propositional
attitude may be a relation itself, namely a relation between an agent and a
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proposition, but external relyings are relations between propositional attitudes and the world. The closest analogue to this relationship is perhaps the
truthmaker relationship, although what is “made” by the external reliance
relationship here is not truth but success (of a plan).
Let us now turn to the second form of reliance. These relyings are mental
structures that have some kind of content—they are “in the head” of the
relying agent in the same way that beliefs and intentions are in our heads.
Let us call these relyings internal relyings. So, what are the content and form
of internal relyings? We have already found that the form of internal relyings
is much like the form of intentions, in the sense that they are creatures of
our plans (or at least our practical deliberations) and they inherit reflective
endorsement from the plans in which they are embedded. But, they also are
belief-like, in the sense that an agent’s internal relyings represent the world
as being a certain way. In particular, internal relyings represent the world
as the agent takes it to be in light of the execution of an operation like the
Reliance Test. Let us call this operation the Remainder Operation (I put in
the form of a question both for ease of exposition and because I think that
we pose the operation to ourselves in the form of a question):
The Remainder Operation: Given my plan, given my beliefs about the world,
given my intentions, and given all my other commitments, what are the remaining conditions that are out of my control but are nonetheless necessary for the
successful realization of this plan?

This operation, which identifies the success conditions of one’s plan which
one takes to be beyond the sphere of one’s agency, fixes the content of an
agent’s internal relyings, which are in turn components of the agent’s plans.37
Since it is the agent’s own execution of the Remainder Operation that determines the content of her internal relyings, her internal relyings are subject
to her own “theory of the world,” as well as her self-understanding, and her
capacity to execute the Remainder Operation. If she doesn’t understand her
own plans and intentions, if she is not sufficiently attentive to her own beliefs
about how the world works, or if she lacks the capacity to execute effectively
the Remainder Operation, then her internal relyings (and her beliefs about
her internal relyings) will reflect that fact. But, insofar as she successfully
forms internal relyings, the content of her internal relyings will be fixed by
the Remainder Operation and, like her beliefs, intentions, and her qualitative
experiences, she will have privileged access to this content, in the sense that
there is a distinctive epistemic security in her avowals (public or otherwise)
about what she is relying upon.38
Internal relyings both represent certain propositions as true (namely the
propositions that such-and-such is a necessary condition for the success of
one’s plan and that this condition is beyond the agent’s sphere of agency) and,
because they are creatures of an agent’s own plans, they express a reflective
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endorsement of those propositions. Suppose I plan on getting to New Haven
from New York City by lunch-time, and I am internally relying upon the
commuter rail running on a regular, non-holiday schedule. I therefore take
it to be true, from within the context of my plan, that the commuter rail is
running on a non-holiday schedule. This may be false and so my relying can
be false in the same way that beliefs can be false. And, I may even have many
good reasons to have merely 50% confidence that the trains are running on a
non-holiday schedule. But, because I am planning on taking a train to New
Haven that runs only on the days when the rail service operates according
to the non-holiday schedule, I rely on the trains running on the non-holiday
schedule and in so doing flat-out treat this proposition as true from within
the context of my plan. Furthermore, that the trains are running on a nonholiday schedule is something to which I am practically committed since,
having engaged in the Remainder Operation, I see the success of my plan
as depending upon the trains running on a non-holiday schedule. And, this
commitment is not truth-apt—it would be like calling a desire for ice cream
false. Thus, I both regard it as true that and reflectively endorsement it being
the case that the trains are running on a non-holiday schedule.
One might object, as Michael Smith does in “The Humean Theory of
Motivation,” that one cannot at once have attitudes that are both belief-like
and desire-like with respect to the same proposition.39 Smith argues that
[A] belief that p is a state that tends to go out of existence in the presence of
a perception that not p, whereas a desire that p is a state that tends to endure,
disposing the subject in that state to bring it about that p.40

Thus, a belief that p and a desire that p cannot co-exist. Smith’s argument,
though, depends upon cashing out what it is to be desire-like in motivational
terms. But, as I have been arguing, reliance is not motivational; it is, in
fact, the opposite of being motivational since it involves ceding control over
states of affairs.41 For example, the young man who is a romantic plans for
a lifetime of marital and familial bliss with his beloved, even though he has
no reason to believe that his beloved has fallen in love or will fall in love
with him (he does not have strong reasons to believe that she won’t, either!).
This romantic feels that the best kind of love to receive is love that one’s
beloved naturally feels and not love that one wins through effort. So he must
rely upon his beloved falling for him and this involves the following: a proattitude toward his beloved falling in love with him, a lack of motivation
to bring this about (in fact, quite the opposite!), and his regarding as true
that his beloved will fall in love with him (how else could he make sense of
his own plans that require his beloved falling in love with him?). Thus, we
have an attitude (or a suite of attitudes)—internal reliance—that has both
belief-like and desire-like properties.
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Internal reliance therefore both aims at some kind of accurate representation of the world and expresses a pro-attitude towards the world being a
certain way. So, internal relyings, like external relyings, exist at a nexus of,
on the one hand, an agent’s beliefs and plans, and, on the other hand, the
world. External relyings are facts about this nexus, whereas internal relyings
are representations of this nexus from the point of view of the relying agent.
An agent’s internal relyings therefore neatly capture her conception of her
own agential capacities. One’s conception of one’s own agential capacities is
not just some abstract sense of power but is instead dependent upon one’s
theory of the world, one’s plans and one’s capacity to pull off the Remainder
Operation.
It therefore can be true both that A is relying on F, and that A is not
relying on F. For, the first “relying” can refer to an instance of external
reliance while the second “relying” refers to an instance of internal reliance.
To illustrate, consider the following case:
Several World Health Organization (WHO) workers travel with polio vaccine
to a very pious village. The village population does not believe that the WHO
vaccine will inoculate against polio—only God has the power to do that. The
WHO workers know that the villagers believe this. So, the workers befriend
the assistant to the village priest, who convinces the priest to hold a ceremony
that he announces can prevent the contraction of polio (but only for those who
participate in the ceremony). At the ceremony, which is long and on a very hot
day, the assistant gives away liquid refreshments to the participants. The liquid
she gives away contains the oral polio vaccine. No one but the WHO workers
and the assistant know about the ruse, although everyone—the WHO workers,
the assistant, the priest and, most of all, the villagers—wants to the villagers to
be inoculated against polio.

Here each villager has the goal of becoming immune from suffering polio.
Each villager forms a plan to achieve this goal, and the plans are all built
around, first and foremost, their conceptions of how the world works. The
villagers have rich conceptions of the world as magical, of the priest as having
a unique connection with God, and of his ceremonies as having the capacity
to provoke Godly interventions into bodily states. So, in order to achieve the
end of becoming immune from polio, each villager forms the intention to
attend the ceremony and to do as the priest asks. When each performs the
Remainder Operation, each internally relies on the priest to perform the
ceremony that will inoculate him or her from polio. The villagers’ internal
relyings take as their objects certain propositions about what must occur for
successful protection from polio, given their intentions and their theories of
the world. The villagers do not merely accept that these propositions are
true, but take a pro-attitude towards their truth: they want them to be to
true and, if certain conditions pertained, they would do what they could to
make them true by abandoning their relyings and forming certain intentions
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(e.g., they might force the priest to perform the ceremony, or one of them
might decide to perform his own ceremony because he loses confidence in
the priest’s ability to communicate with God).
On the other hand, many of their relyings do not pick out what is in fact
required for the success of the plan. For, it is not the case that the priest’s
ceremony can (on its own) prevent anyone from getting polio. Rather, the
villagers will be protected from polio only by drinking the refreshments
containing effective forms of the oral polio vaccine. Thus, the villagers are
externally relying upon the proper functioning of both the WHO’s oral polio
vaccine and the ruse that the WHO workers and the assistant cooked up.
That they are not aware of this fact does not change their reliance on the
WHO’s oral polio vaccine and the ruse; it only reflects a certain lack of
knowledge about the conditions of success of their plans.
We can summarize the difference between internal and external reliance
by introducing the following neologism: internal reliance involves an agent
incorporating into her plan reliance on something being the case, whereas
external reliance does not. For example, the villagers incorporate into their
plans the priest successfully inoculating them through his prayers, whereas
the WHO workers do not. We have therefore resolved the challenge posed
by the Reliance Test by splitting reliance into two quite distinct phenomena.
Before turning to some suggestive (but inchoate) reflections about norms
of reliance, it is worth noting how easy it is, by using this distinction between
the two forms of reliance, to see past obvious surface variations and understand better at least some of the deeper differences between different moral
and political theories. For example, in Thomas Hobbes’ argument that in a
State of War it is irrational to rely on others, he was concerned with external
reliance. For, Hobbes’ argument that in the State of Nature there could be no
industry depends entirely upon the impossibility of the successful external
reliance required by industry, not on the impossibility of accurate internal
reliance. No matter how much you know, if you are in the State of Nature,
you cannot successfully create the conditions of commodious living because
you cannot (externally) rely on the world being such that plans to create
commodious living will work out. Thus, insofar as Hobbes argued that it is
irrational in the state of nature to make plans that require reliance on others,
he was arguing that there would likely be a failure of external reliance and
consequently a failure for the plans to be realized.
Contrast this with Thomas Scanlon’s account of promising, which has
reliance on others at its heart. In this case, Scanlon is concerned with the
moral significance of internal reliance, and in particular with the reasons
associated with the production of a certain kind of psychological attitude in
others, namely the psychological attitude of internal reliance. In particular,
Scanlon argues (roughly speaking) that a promissory obligation is owed by
B to A with respect to E when B successfully elicits A to internally rely
on B with respect to E.42 Thus, Scanlon’s discussion of promising shows a
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deep sensitivity to the ways in which an agent’s conceptions of her planning
capacities and of her place in the world are affected by and can be compromised by the actions and attitudes of others. This is especially evident
in the fact that successful performance of a promise is not of great concern
to Scanlon; what matters is that the promiser sincerely tries to perform as
promised.
So, while it is natural to describe Hobbes and Scanlon as both concerned
with reliance, each is focused on rather different phenomena. Hobbes is
concerned with securing certain outcomes while Scanlon is concerned with
the agent’s understanding of herself and her relationship to the world and
other agents in that world. This, in turn, might be mobilized to explain
further features of their respective theories.
7. Norms of Interal Reliance
Here is a preliminary reflection on possible norms of internal reliance. Internal relyings, because they are entirely psychological attitudes (in the sense
that internally relying agents have special access to and control of these attitudes), are subject to a different range of norms. First, it is clear that internal
relyings can correctly or incorrectly “track” external relyings, even if they
cannot completely track external relyings (since this latter would require infinite cognitive capacity). Thus, it seems fair to say that one norm of internal
reliance requires that it correctly track external reliance.
What might be behind this demand? Here is one line of argument. I take
it to be a constitutive feature of our plans that they are successful due to
design and not merely due to luck. This requires that we act as we intend to
act and this is up to us—it is entirely internal. Furthermore, it requires that
our relyings are successful. And this, in turn, is at least partially up to us.
But, whether our relyings are successful depends upon how well our internal
reliance matches up with external relying. So, that means that in virtue of
being planning agents, we are governed by a norm requiring that (we seek to
ensure that) our internal and external relyings match up.
Another requirement of internal reliance may be that internal relyings are
appropriately coherent with respect to the other parts of the plan in which
they are embedded. For example, the villagers in the WHO case may be
externally relying on the polio vaccine working. But, if their internal relyings reflected this even while no other components of their plans reflected
this, that would make no sense at all. We can conclude that there are particular practical constraints on internal reliance that follow from the norms
governing planning agency.
Finally, internal relyings must bear some epistemic warranting relationship to the relying agent’s background beliefs. The required relationship
could be a weak one (e.g., a requirement that there are not too many
inconsistencies between beliefs and relyings) or it could be a strong one
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(e.g., a requirement that all relyings must have some background beliefs
providing positive warrant for them).43 I am inclined towards weaker rather
than stronger requirements, but I shall not argue for that here.
8. Internal and External Reliance in Moral and Political Theory
Although it is far beyond the scope of this paper to explore how this novel
theory of reliance might play a role in political or moral theorizing, it may
be worthwhile to offer some preliminary comments.
External relyings are relations that exist between an agent’s plans and
the world outside her plans. One might think that we could apply moral
principles to determine whether any particular case of external reliance is
permissible. For example, if an external reliance relation involves a net decrease in overall, average, or some other utility function, it might be an
impermissible relation. This sort of sentiment lies behind some objectivist
positions in ethics.
This view might also be found in political philosophy. Some have argued
that in some schemes of social and economic cooperation, either cooperative
success or the extent of surplus value generated due to cooperative success
requires some cooperating parties to rely upon the immiseration of other
cooperating parties but without the awareness of many or any of the cooperative parties. Such forms of external reliance are morally objectionable, even
if no one is aware of them. For example, Marx argued that the success of
capitalism depended upon the immiseration of the proletariat. But, he also
argued that for capitalism to function, the proletariat’s and the capitalists’
understanding of the fact that the success of capitalism depended upon the
immiseration of the proletariat had to be occluded by a particularly stubborn form of false consciousness. The false consciousness provides a kind of
conceptual stumbling block, preventing the acquisition by the capitalist and
the proletariat of the concepts necessary to comprehend the external reliance
relations in which they find themselves.
Similar arguments, but without the appeals to false consciousness, have
recently been developed by those who wish to defend a theory of global
justice by appeal to Rawlsian principles.44 According to these arguments,
global schemes of cooperation depend upon reliance relations existing between states or individuals. Because these instances of reliance exist in virtue
of a global scheme of cooperation, certain reciprocity requirements are in
effect, and they militate against these instances of reliance having a certain
form, namely a form in which goods that exist in virtue of the cooperative
scheme are unfairly distributed. In these theories, what is being identified
are instances of external reliance—the well-off persons’ external reliance
upon the global poor bearing a large share of the burdens of the global
scheme of cooperation but receiving a tiny share of the benefits of the global
scheme of cooperation—that are then subjected to moral scrutiny. Whether
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anyone actually represents himself as being in such reliance relations is beside the point: the reliance relations are immoral qua relations of external
reliance.45
These sorts of moral and political views should be distinguished from theories according to which the moral status of a state of affairs, or more particularly some political order, requires a determinate form of self-understanding
with respect to that political order. For example, many hold that consent is
necessary for legitimate political authority. But, most hold that the morally
significant form of consent is inherently reflexive in that, at least for reasonably aware and rational adults, one cannot consent to something without
being aware of the fact that one has done so. Thus, in many cases morally
meaningful consent to a political authority involves internal reliance on that
political authority acting in such and such a way. This significance of internal reliance becomes even more obvious in cases in which recognition plays
a central role in a political theory.46 According to these views, legitimacy, to
put it very roughly, depends partially upon persons recognizing themselves
in the political institutions to which they are subject. For example, a subject
must not be alienated from the policies of the state in the sense that the
subject cannot possibly see himself as adopting such a policy for himself.
Importantly, it does not matter if the subject in fact adopts such policies or
if the state says that it is going to adopt such a policy but in fact fails to do
so. All that matters is that the subject understands himself and his relation
to the state in a certain manner, where that understanding needn’t track the
truth.
Finally, as suggested by the brief recapitulation of Scanlon’s theory of
promising, our internal relyings may also be subject to moral judgment.
Sometimes, it is morally required that one intend to bring something about
rather than to rely on it happening. This is, for example, often the case
when we make promises. There are other cases as well. For example, one
ought not constantly make plans that prompt one to rely on one’s friends
being charitable, especially when one has good reason to believe that one’s
friends are inclined to be very charitable in such situations. For, that creates
conditions in which one exploits one’s friends’ good characters. Similarly,
children must learn not to rely upon their parents getting things done for
them even when they know that their parents will do certain things for
them. Thus, we can conclude that there are moral norms governing internal
reliance.
There are probably tensions between the demands of these norms. It may
be the case that it is impossible to meet the requirements of all three all
the time. Or there may be some way of ranking the norms that would allow
an agent not to fall short. Addressing this issue is beyond the scope of this
paper. I only mean to highlight the issue so as to give a slightly fuller picture
of the two forms of reliance and to identify an avenue of inquiry that may
be worth exploring in the future.
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9. Conclusion
In this paper, I’ve attempted to develop a novel theory of reliance. I have
argued that there are two forms of reliance, external and internal reliance, and
that the latter has both desire-like and belief-like components. At least four
interesting consequences follow. First, because internal reliance has both
conative and cognitive features, internal reliance cannot be reduced either
to mere belief or Bratmanian acceptance-in-a-context, even if it might be
reducible to a constellation of beliefs and desires (i.e., reliance might be a
molecular psychological attitude). So, even if intentions are just desires of
a certain sort47 or special reflexive beliefs,48 at least one component of our
psychology—reliance—is either a hybrid psychological attitude (this would
be the most radical claim) or a molecular attitude reducible to more familiar
parts (this is the least radical claim).
Second, internal reliance turns out to be the psychological state that most
vividly represents a person’s conception of herself as a practical agent who
is nonetheless subject to the exigencies of an external world. Reliance is,
in a sense, the state that captures simultaneously the agent’s subjective and
objective perspectives of herself.49
Third, we might benefit by re-visiting political, ethical and legal theories
that employ the concept of reliance, so that we can determine the relevant
form of reliance employed by each theory (or whether there have been equivocations).
Fourth, this theory of reliance provides a powerful tool for cashing out the
practical structure of interpersonal relationships beyond theories of shared
activity or joint planning, since a defining feature of interpersonal relationships is interpersonal reliance outside the context of planning.
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party. So, I want to arrive 15 minutes early.
34 This is not simply a matter of knowing words, as in what to call the small, complex parts
of the hydraulic system or what to call it when those parts are working properly. It is a matter
of not even being aware that those parts exist or that they have any function at all.
35 I am assuming that it is often natural to view reliance as going across both identity and
constitution. Thus, if George, who was alive when Waverly was published, does not believe that
Scott is the author of Waverly, it is still the case that if George relies on Scott, he also relies on
the author of Waverly. Additionally, if Susanne does not believe that her car has spark plugs,
a fuel-injection system, pistons, etc., (e.g., because she does not know what these things are), if
she relies on her car functioning, she thereby relies on all these things functioning. But, if one
wishes to reject either of these claims, I can accommodate that with other examples that do not
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depend for their plausibility on reliance operating across identity or constitution (see, e.g., the
WHO example in Section 6 below).
36 It might be the case that she believes of the stationary valve plate that it is working. Here,
though, one would need a pretty liberal theory for de re beliefs. In general, acceptance does not
run across identity or constitution for familiar reasons associated with substitution in opaque
contexts.
37 It is worth noting that one might have false beliefs about one’s plans, i.e., the belief that
one has a plan when one does not in fact have a plan. Would one thereby come to have internal
relyings without plans (and also without the reflective endorsement characteristic of internal
relyings)? No. If one has false beliefs about one’s intentions, one does not thereby come to
have those intentions. Similarly, one can have false beliefs about one’s internal relyings without generating actual internal relyings. What this highlights is that performing the Remainder
Operation only fixes the content of one’s relyings; performing the Remainder Operation does
not generate relyings. Whether one actually is internally relying on something depends on other
factors as well, most importantly whether one actually has a plan in which that internal relying
is embedded. I thank an anonymous referee for pushing for clarity on this point.
38 As mentioned above, the agent could be wrong about her internal relyings. All I am saying
here is that she has privileged access to is the content of the internal relyings she thinks she
has. This access lends a distinctive epistemic security to her sincere avowals about the content
of both her actual internal relyings and her imagined internal relyings. For a nice overview
of the issues involved in self-knowledge see Dorit Bar-On, Speaking My Mind (NYC: Oxford
University Press, 2004), especially the Introduction.
39 See Smith (1987).
40 Smith (1987), p. 54.
41 On the other hand, on my picture of reliance, it is true that if there is any motivation
associated with reliance, it is a disposition to reconsider relying in favor of intending if certain
conditions are (or are not) met—i.e., if one perceives that not-p. Kieran Setiya in Kieran Setiya
(2007) Reasons Without Rationalism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press), pp. 49–51,
disputes Smith’s position on similar grounds.
42 See Thomas Scanlon (1999), chapter 7.
43 If there is a valid principle of epistemic closure, then that would have some bearing on
the epistemic norms governing internal reliance.
44 See esp. Thomas Pogge (1989) Realizing Rawls (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press)
and Charles Beitz (1999) Political Theory and International Relations, 2nd Edition (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press).
45 Just to be clear here: For Marx, the external reliance relation explains the immiseration
of the proletariat in the sense of there being a kind of counterfactual dependence, while for the
Rawlsians the fact that there is such an external reliance relation is what makes the distribution
unjust, even if there is no counterfactual dependence between the external reliance and the
distribution.
46 See, e.g., Charles Taylor, “The Politics of Recognition” in his Multiculturalism: Examining
the Politics of Recognition, Amy Gutmann, ed. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992):
2–74; and Axel Honneth, The Struggle for Recognition: The Moral Grammar of Social Conflicts,
Joel Anderson, trans. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995).
47 See, e.g., Michael Ridge (1998) “Humean Intentions,” 35 American Philosophical Quarterly 2, pp. 157–178.
48 See, e.g., David Velleman (1989) and Kieran Setiya (2003).
49 For more, see Thomas Nagel (1986) The View From Nowhere (NYC: Oxford University
Press), pp. 25–27, 54–66, 113–120.

